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The present study was undertaken to examine under controlled conditions the opinions of certain educators regarding methods of marking compositions and their effects upon improving pupils' composition. Three grading schemes were considered: the Overall Impression method by which one mark is awarded; the Content/Form method by which two separate marks are awarded, one for content and the other for mechanics; and the Single Point Per Theme method by which several grading factors are used individually on different occasions as a basis for grading.

The problem stated was: Which, if any, of the three grading methods used in the experiment under similar learning conditions, is most effective in assisting pupils to improve their writing?

Six teachers and two hundred and thirteen grade six pupils from three elementary schools representing a cross-section of the school population, participated in the study. These groups were taught the same written composition lessons under standardized conditions for a ten week period during the fall term. Teachers graded the groups' weekly composition assignments by one of the three methods under observation. These methods had been previously outlined to the pupils, who were supplied with mimeographed marking guide sheets. The gains in composition skill achieved as a result of the experiment were obtained by measuring the difference between initial and final scores on a standardized language test and initial and final scores on samples of pupils' compositions written under standardized conditions and graded by a team of three English teachers.
The Null Hypothesis was assumed and no differences in the degree of composition improvement were anticipated.

Classes were divided into three roughly equivalent groups and each teacher marked the three class groups by the experimental methods. (In this and in other matters teachers were guided by a Teacher's Manual.) From these eighteen sub-groups, three groups totalling 156 subjects, matched on a group intelligence test and a standardized language test, were obtained. The study was conducted from late September to the middle of December during the year 1954. A final standardized language test identical to that given eleven weeks before and similar samples of written work such as were obtained earlier provided the final scores and concluded the experiment.

Conclusions

1. The subjects participating in the study achieved highly significant gains in their level of composition writing. In a two and one-half month period, the gain in the Standardized Language Test scores, according to grade norms supplied for the test, was 1.2 grades. A corresponding significant increase in the quality of sample written compositions was also observed.

2. The importance of the method of grading, perhaps, is overestimated. If the pupil receive a mark for written assignments and understands its basis, it would appear that this may be one important factor in composition improvement. The suggested salutory psychological effects of one method,
the simplicity of another, or the realistic basis of still another marking scheme does not seem to affect the pupils' interpretation of their grade. It may be that the three methods have approximately equal effects upon improving pupils' written work.

3. On the basis of results obtained in this study there would seem to be no evidence to support claims of the superiority of any one of the three marking methods under observation.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As a means of developing student thought and communication the school gives a prominent place in its curricula to written composition. The volume of important research in this field has changed composition teaching methods and philosophy. Dogmatic copying of models and formal lists of dull topics have been rejected. These have given way to consideration of student interests, provision for individual differences, and encouragement of originality in writing.

However, unlike some aspects of composition teaching that have been experimentally examined and improved upon, the problems of grading have not altogether been satisfactorily solved. That this is so is not for want of research on the topic. Thorndike, in 1911, recognized the difficulty of accurate composition grading and suggested "A Scale of Merit in English Writing by Young People". He proposed a scale of grading by comparing pupil writing to standard samples he devised. By using such a method, Thorndike hoped that more uniformity in teacher-grading of pupil themes would be possible. The Hillegas Composition Scale, published in the following year was the next development in this field.


Willing, in 1918, suggested an alternative to the common grading system of one over-all mark. He claimed this grading method failed to distinguish between the technical excellence of any given composition and its story value or content. Therefore he advocated a twofold rather than an over-all grading. He suggested a mark of less than seventy percent if the composition did not have good story value plus technical excellence. Yet no composition marked under the Willing method would receive less than forty percent if it had either good story value or technical excellence. The single mark awarded in using this method was based on both of these aspects of composition writing.

Educators became so aware of the inadequacies of prevailing composition grading schemes that much of the Twenty-second Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education was devoted to the problem. It deplored the lack of suitable easily defined scales for grading since..."standards seen only in the mind's eye are subject to change."

Of more importance to this study is the fact that in the Twenty-second Yearbook's discussion, the pupil's interpretation of grades awarded is briefly considered. For example: "A scale mark will mean much more to a child if he can see


5Ibid., P. 37.
exactly how much merit it represents...Teachers' marks should be more than mysterious symbols. In this the influence of modern educational psychology is evident, for not only is accuracy of grading important but so also is pupil interpretation of teacher-grading.

Seely's excellent text, On Teaching English, contains a thoughtful treatment of grading.

"That estimate of student accomplishment in composition must be as soundly based, as impersonal, and as just, in the view of all the circumstances as we can make it."

Seely contended that this could not be done with a two mark system as suggested by Willing. He argued that content and mechanics could not be separated in grading and that only a single mark could give the pupil an honest estimate of his work. An over-all grade embracing both these aspects of written work gave the pupil a better basis on which to judge his writing.

"The teacher must consider the whole product, not its factors."

Two British educationalists, Steel and Talman, published a short work in 1936 which attempted to develop a single mark grading method based upon the efficiency with which the expression communicates the ideas to the reader.

6Tbid., P. 39.


8Tbid., p. 284.

9Tbid., p. 285.

They attempted to achieve this by employing an analytic, objective scheme supposedly easily applied by any classroom teacher. The pupil's use of words, sentences, and sentence-sequences was each examined separately and a complicated scale for teacher guidance in grading was supplied.

Morrison and Vernon\textsuperscript{11} studied the Steel-Talman method under experimental conditions and found it to be no more objective than was a general analysis of the work plus an over-all impression. They concluded that the method was far from objective, and that it ignored the more aesthetic aspects of composition which did not lend themselves to tabulation.

Another researcher, Cast,\textsuperscript{12} experimented with twelve examiners marking compositions by four different schemes. Her findings were that...

"All methods of marking English Compositions contain a large amount of unreliability yet its amount can evidently be greatly reduced by standardized instructions and by training examiners."\textsuperscript{13}

The pupils' point of view came into focus again when Mirrielees\textsuperscript{14} advocated the two mark grading method. She felt


\textsuperscript{13}\textit{Ibid.}, p. 259.

that such a system clarified composition for the student and made it possible for the teacher to give credit for human experience, interest and spirit in an otherwise mechanically poor theme. "In the first grade and first comment you try to appraise the somewhat intangible quality in composition; in the second you give a more accurate evaluation of the pupil's use of mechanics."15

Such a scheme forces one to examine a given theme from two different points of view. Mirrielees considered that it takes into consideration pupil differences, since it gives recognition to the pupil who has ideas yet cannot express them well. At the same time it awards the pupil who has mastered the mechanics of composition yet has not the gift of originality. The pupil receives two marks on his paper, one above the other. If the significance of these marks is explained fully, Mirrielees felt that the pupil can readily see where he is in need of improvement. Perhaps much of pupils' discouragement in composition writing results from receiving poor marks continually, when in reality there may well be some positive elements in the work which might be praised.

An interesting alternative to pencil-marking compositions was offered by Cohen.16 He used an Electronic Disc Voice-

15 Ibid., p. 47.

writer to evaluate compositions. Then students played back his recordings and heard his evaluation of their work while they examined their papers. He found this system timesaving and stimulative to student interest. But such a scheme at the present time appears to be still in the early experimental stage and severely restricted in its application.

There are then, really two basic methods of composition grading. One scheme advocates an over-all impression of the composition as a unit as a basis for a grade. The many essentials of good composition writing are examined. Such points as: value of ideas, organization, vocabulary, mechanics, and skill in sentence building are all taken into consideration; but one mark is awarded. The other method prefers a two-mark system in which credit for thought and expression is separated from credit for form and mechanics and the paper receives two marks. These marks are entirely divorced and are based on quite different aspects of composition.

In 1952, Coward compared these two methods of composition grading.\(^\text{17}\) She found the "wholistic" or over-all impression, and the "atomistic" or marks-for-separate-sections, methods were equally reliable if the same amount of time were spent on each. She concluded that there was no intrinsic difference in the nature of the abilities evaluated by the two methods.

---

\(^{17}\)Ann F. Coward, "A Comparison of Two Methods of Grading English Compositions\(^8\). Journal of Educational Psychology, XLIII, No. 6, (October, 1952), pp. 81-93.
An alternative to the methods here reviewed was offered by Maize.\textsuperscript{18} After years of experiment and teaching he felt that students become overwhelmed by many corrections and an overall grade. He suggested a skimming technique of looking and grading for one point in each theme. Then, by compiling a file of the pupils' work, a fair estimate of the correct grade might be made. Maize suggested the use of a list of grading factors. Such points as: punctuation, good usage, spelling, organization, and thought content are used separately as a basis for grading. The pupils' work would be graded one time for correct punctuation, another time for spelling, and another for sentence structure. The basis for grading, of course, would be unknown to the pupil before writing the composition. The ease of marking under this system enabled him to increase the number of compositions pupils wrote.

Perhaps there is no one best method of composition grading. One may be more detailed, one may be faster, one may be less confusing, yet each has its limitations. Which method, or a variation of it, should one use? Green\textsuperscript{19} in a recent article points out the need for reviewing and improving composition evaluation and analysis.

While there has been much interest in determining the reliability of composition scales and methods of grading,


little has been done in the field of pupil interpretation of teachers' composition grading. It is suggested that a significant value of composition writing results from the pupils' evaluation of their work after it has been marked. If this is so, perhaps educators are ignoring an aspect of the subject of grading which requires attention. How important is pupil interpretation of the grades which teachers give their written work? Do the pupils obtain the same information and motivation regardless of the grading scheme? Does any one system of evaluation assist them more towards improving their writing? The importance of considering the needs of students is well recognized. Perhaps one composition grading system better fills these needs than do others.

It is the writer's intention to compare three methods of grading compositions and their effects upon students' writing in controlled situations. The Over-all Impression, the Content/Form, and the Single Point Per Theme methods will be compared. The problem will be to determine which, if any, of the grading methods used in the experiment, under similar learning conditions, is most effective in assisting students to improve their writing.
CHAPTER II

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Subjects for the study were selected from among sixth grade pupils of the Vancouver Elementary Schools. Any grade from grade four or five to the final year of high school might have been used. However, the grade six pupil was decided upon because he has a basic knowledge of the elements of written composition yet he has not moved on to the high school where individual timetabling, inflexibility of subject periods, and departmental examinations pose problems which would result in additional difficulties in this type of experiment.

Six teachers and two hundred and thirteen pupils from three schools in widely separated districts of the city participated in the study. Permission to undertake the experiment was received from Mr. D.B. MacKenzie, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, in Charge of Elementary Education. The principals and teachers who assisted in the study were most cooperative and agreed to administer the experiment according to the experimental requirements. In some cases this meant lengthening periods of instruction or changing the time of the Language period, but this was done in the interests of the study.

The principals and teachers involved met in a conference with the writer in the latter part of September, 1954, before the initial sample run. The purpose of the experiment was explained and a Teacher's Manual\textsuperscript{20} was distributed and discussed.

\textsuperscript{20}A copy of the Teacher's Manual used in the study may be found in Appendix B.
FIGURE 1.
A SAMPLE LESSON PLAN FROM THE STUDY
LESSON V  EXPOSITION
Period 1, October 18-22

Lesson Objective: To help pupils gain awareness of the importance of explanations and directions, definitions, etc., as functions of communication.

Introduction: Point out that cave men communicated with one another with grunts and gestures. Gradually these developed into language. The need for clear and simple communication is obvious. This is a skill that must be developed.

Suppose someone asks, "What is a beaver?"

Is it enough to say, "an animal?" Why not?

Bring out the points that: clearness • accuracy are the important essentials of briefness explanation and communication.

Classwork: Have pupils give oral definitions for:

(1) bicycle
(2) bolero (girls will know this one)
(3) sprint
(4) splint
(5) pen nib (and perhaps a few more)

Have them give written definitions for the following in their note-books. Proper sentences should be written, of course.

(1) giraffe
(2) dictionary
(3) school
(4) student
(5) flying saucer
(6) boxer
(7) grapefruit

Marked by pupils.

Review main points.

Exercise: Suppose someone stopped you on the street and asked you to direct him to the nearest post office, or hardware store, etc. Could you give a clear, brief, accurate answer? The teacher will pick out a landmark near the school and ask the students to write a paragraph giving directions needed to reach this landmark from the school.

Have these read out and examined by the class. Attempt to bring the students to a critical evaluation of their work.
Figure 2

Introductory Information Supplied to All Subjects
A NOTE TO STUDENTS ABOUT THEIR COMPOSITION WORK

Here are some things you should know about the composition work that you will be doing for the next several weeks:

You will have only one chance to write your compositions. In other words you will not have time to make a rough copy first. Just do the best you can.

You will have a few minutes to think about what you will write, then you will have fifteen minutes to write.

Your work should be about ten lines in length. This is about five or six sentences.

Your teacher will not write a note on your work telling you about it. You should look at the grade you received and then refer to your "How Your Compositions Are Marked" sheets to find out how well you are writing and where you need improvement.

You will be asked to rewrite poor or careless work so take care to check for neatness and correctness. Ask yourself the following questions after you have finished your work:

Can I Say "Yes" To All These?

(1) Have I chosen a topic that is not too wide? Is it interesting?
(2) Is my topic sentence interesting? Does it tell the reader what the paragraph is about?
(3) Does each sentence tell about the topic sentence?
(4) Are the sentences arranged in good order?
(5) Have I a good closing sentence?
(6) Is the paragraph indented and is it neatly done? Have I checked the spelling?
(7) HAVE I CHECKED IT OVER?
The Teacher's Manual presented the purpose and outline of the study. Directions for setting up class groups were supplied, and, as an illustration, a sample class was grouped. The most important section of the manual dealt with the three methods of grading to be used in the experiment. Each method was discussed in detail. Standardized directions for obtaining initial samples of written work and language skills were included. An outline of lessons, lesson plans for the run of the study, and a teacher's record sheet completed the contents of the manual. It was intended to be a standardized guide and reference for those participating in the study.

Because the methods of grading were the variables under consideration it was necessary to eliminate, as far as possible, the effects of the individual teacher as a factor in composition improvement and concentrate on the differences which might result due to the methods of grading.

This was achieved by having each teacher use the writer's lesson plans for the written composition periods of the entire fall term. The lesson plans were drawn up after examination of the British Columbia Department of Education Course of Studies for Grade Six Language. Short units were selected which culminated in written work for grading. Lesson objective, introduction, board work, exercises, and all assignments were supplied for each lesson. A sample lesson plan from the study is given in Figure 1.
ducted during the morning session each week and by arrangement they lasted forty minutes. No out-of-class assignments were given. The teachers agreed to limit teaching presentation to the material in the manual.

Teachers informed their classes that for the next term their written work would be marked by three different methods. The three schemes were discussed so that the pupils would understand what the various bases for marking would be and how the marks would appear on their work. Teachers stressed the fact that regardless of the method by which a student might be marked, this would in no way affect his report card grade for Language.  

The matched groups experimental method seemed best suited for use with this study. Three approximately equivalent groups were set up by asking teachers to divide their classes into three comparable groups according to pupils' past language achievement, I.Q., and sex. The six classes were a random sampling of Vancouver's grade six population. From the groups set up by classroom teachers, the writer formed three groups with matched means and standard deviations based on scores made on the National Intelligence Test and the Los Angeles Diagnostic Language Test, Form Three. Data with respect to these scores

---

22A mimeographed sheet entitled "A Note to Students About Their Composition Work", issued to all students, is shown in Figure 2.

23Median Vancouver Grade Six I.Q. (National Intelligence Test) is 109.1 (from information obtained from Dr. Selwyn Millar, Director, Bureau of Research and Special Services, Vancouver Schools).
for the three groups is given in Table 1. None of the differences in scores among the groups is statistically significant.

TABLE I

STATISTICAL BASIS FOR CONSIDERING THE THREE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS MATCHED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>GROUP &quot;X&quot;</th>
<th>GROUP &quot;Y&quot;</th>
<th>GROUP &quot;Z&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean: I.Q.</td>
<td>111.78</td>
<td>111.82</td>
<td>111.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD: I.Q.</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>12.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean: Standardized Language Test</td>
<td>103.21</td>
<td>101.02</td>
<td>101.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD: Standardized Language Test</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>13.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These groups were labelled "X," "Y," and "Z," and each group's written composition work (one assignment per pupil each week) was graded by the classroom teacher according to standardized instructions.

Group "X" was graded by the Over-all Impression method. These points were considered: mechanics, vocabulary and sentence skill, organization and development, naturalness and simplicity, value of ideas, and total impression. The grade awarded was a single mark based on the written work as an integrated whole. The letter grades A, B, C, D, and E were used. Grades were written in red pencil and placed in the lower right corner of the pupils' work. The customary marks used to indicate spelling
errors, faulty punctuation, and incorrect form were permitted but teachers were instructed to write no comments on assignments. This applied to all groups in the study.

Group "Y" was graded by the Content/Form method by which two separate marks were given. The content mark was based upon the originality of expression and subject matter included. In assessing this aspect of composition the teachers were guided by this scale of values: A, if the pupil showed exceptional ability in his expression and ideas; B, if the pupil demonstrated competence; C, if the pupil suggested competence; D, if the pupil suggested incompetence; and finally, E, if the pupil demonstrated incompetence. The second mark was based on the pupils' use of mechanics. Spelling, punctuation, word usage and vocabulary, paragraph and sentence form, and organization of material were considered. Any one or more errors in each of the five areas was counted as one error. Hence if a student had no errors in all five sections he received an A grade, if he had one or more errors in one section he received B, and so on. The marks were placed one above the other; the content mark above the one for mechanics or form.

The Single Point per Theme method was used in marking the compositions of group "Z." Here the teacher examined the written work for one point only and the grade was awarded on the basis of pupil performance in this one factor. The grade factors were: (a) punctuation and capitalization, (b) word usage, vocabulary, spelling, (c) paragraph and sentence form, (d) thought content, (e) organization. The marks awarded
ranged from A, if the pupil showed exceptional ability in the given grade factor, down to E, if the pupil demonstrated incompetence. The pupils were not aware of the order in which grade factors would be used. Teachers graded on the basis of the same grade factor simultaneously. Each factor was used twice. The mark was placed in the same place as for groups "X" and "Y," but also included was an abbreviation which indicated the grade factor for that assignment. Errors other than those of the factor being considered were ignored in marking.

It should be noted that although the schemes for marking were quite unlike, the same basic essentials of good composition were included in each method to determine the mark given. An abridged version of the Hudelson Composition Scales suitable for grade six was supplied to the participating teachers as a guide for securing similar standards of evaluation. The teacher influence was minimized since all three groups were taught by the same teacher. When the "X" groups from the six classes were combined, and similarly the "Y"'s and the "Z"'s, teacher influences would tend to cancel one another.

To assist pupils in understanding the symbols on their graded work they were given mimeographed sheets entitled "How Your Compositions Are Graded."24 These were pasted in their notebooks and the pupils consulted them when their graded work was returned each week.

---

24 Samples of these guides are included in Appendix A.
Two samples of pupils' written work and the results of a standardized language test\(^{25}\) were obtained before the study commenced in the last week of September. The compositions were written on separate days under standardized conditions. One sample was a story completion; the other a letter. These were written on topics which were felt to be within the scope of pupil interests and experience. Similar samples were taken upon conclusion of the experiment eleven weeks later. The class teacher did not mark these initial and final samples. These were collected by the writer for evaluation.

Accurate grading of these pupil samples posed a difficult problem. The subjectivity of composition marking has long been a subject of contention. While the standardization of teacher marking within the classroom was not vital to the study, it was most necessary in the grading of the initial and final samples since these would supply the raw scores from which the gains attributable to the different methods would be calculated. In this the writer was guided by the experience of Cast\(^{26}\) who proposed standardized instructions and training of examiners to increase uniformity in grading. Two experienced teachers of English at Gladstone Secondary School and the writer marked the samples of written work. They met prior to the initial sample run and discussed the distribution of marks for various composition elements and practiced marking composi-

\(^{25}\)Los Angeles Diagnostic Test: Language Form 3. Los Angeles: California Test Bureau.

tions under the system. Spelling and punctuation were allotted fifteen percent of the mark, thought content about fifteen percent (this was kept low because of the difficulty of objective assessment), sentence form, organization, and word usage and vocabulary were about equally weighted in determining the remainder of the mark. The marks awarded by the three examiners were then compared and any discrepancies were re-examined. Initially, an itemized check list grading scheme was attempted. But this was abandoned after a trial run since it proved no more accurate and far more slow than the Over-all Impression method.

The samples were evaluated independently by each marker. The mark given was a percentage. After the three markers had graded a given class these marks were tabulated and averaged. In cases where differences ranged beyond eight points the compositions were re-assessed. The same plan was used in marking the final samples.

The study began as scheduled and ran for twelve weeks. During this period only the lessons as constructed by the writer were taught. In no case was a teacher absent nor was a lesson not taught on the appropriate day. Each week's work culminated in a written exercise, for which the pupils were allowed exactly fifteen minutes writing time. The teacher graded themes in three groups according to the specified marking methods. These were returned to the pupils at the beginning of the following week. A few minutes were allotted at the start of the period when the pupils examined their themes and
consulted their guide sheets. Questions concerning grades received were encouraged by teachers. The pupils' interpretation of their grades was intended to assist them in improving their next composition.

Though a rigorous marking schedule was demanded of classroom teachers this was offset somewhat by the ready-made lesson plans which eliminated that part of their preparation. During one week of the study, compositions were graded by the pupils themselves according to group methods. This proved to be quite popular among pupils and teachers.

As the study progressed the writer visited the schools concerned to assure himself that all was proceeding as planned. No problems were encountered. In all cases the study was running well and teachers were anxious to be objective and keep the work as scientific as possible.

The experiment was concluded in the middle of December, 1954, after which a final sample of the subjects' written work and a standardized language test, identical with that given in September, were taken. The records of class teachers' marks were then returned to the writer. The three markers of sample compositions concluded their grading of the 850 final exercises and the experimental run was completed.
CHAPTER III

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Of the 213 pupils who participated in this study, 156 were retained for statistical analysis. Those not considered were subjects who were absent for more than three days of any week or who missed more than one of the weekly written assignments, since it was felt such pupils had not been fairly exposed to the class work and methods of grading. The subjects with whom the study is concerned were grouped as shown in Table II.

TABLE II

GROUPING OF SUBJECTS IN THE STUDY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group &quot;X&quot;</th>
<th>Group &quot;Y&quot;</th>
<th>Group &quot;Z&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the statistical analysis was done using the matched groups method, the three groups did not require identical numbers.

The raw data from which the groups were matched consisted of the subjects' scores on the National Intelligence Test\textsuperscript{27} and the Los Angeles Diagnostic Test Language, Form 3. The N.I.T.

\textsuperscript{27}The National Intelligence Test. Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book Company.
scores were obtained from results of tests given the previous school year when the present subjects were in grade five. Those students of one school who had not been so tested had the same test administered by the Vancouver School Board psychologist during the fall term, 1954.

The Los Angeles Diagnostic Test, Language, was selected to provide a general assessment of the language ability of the subjects. This test had been used by the Vancouver School Board on previous occasions and was found to test the subject matter of the grade six language course adequately.

The data with respect to I.Q. and initial Standardized Language Test results for the study from which the groups were matched is shown in Tables II and III. The Standard Error of the Difference between Means was calculated using the formula:

\[ \sigma_D = \sqrt{\sigma_{M_1}^2 + \sigma_{M_2}^2} \]
TABLE III
NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE TEST RESULTS FOR THE THREE GROUPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Diff. in Means</th>
<th>SE_{M,Diff.}</th>
<th>Diff. / SE_{M,Diff.}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>111.78</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Y&quot;</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>111.82</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>111.14</td>
<td>12.88</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>.262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values of "t" with 100 degrees of freedom (from Garrett's tables):
- 1\% level of significance - 2.63
- 5\% level of significance - 1.98

The means and standard deviations of the National Intelligence Test scores of the experimental groups are shown in Table III to be well matched. Since the critical ratios are extremely small and insignificant, there appears no evidence of differences of mean intelligence or of the degree of variability from the means.
TABLE IV
INITIAL STANDARDIZED LANGUAGE TEST RESULTS (SEPTEMBER)
FOR THE THREE GROUPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Diff. in Means</th>
<th>SE Diff.</th>
<th>Diff./SE Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>103.21</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Y&quot;</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>101.02</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>101.02</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>101.93</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; &quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>103.21</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>101.93</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>.516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values of "t" with 100 degrees of freedom (from Garrett's tables):
1% level of significance - 2.63
5% level of significance - 1.98

Similarly the statistics given in Table IV show that the second criterion upon which it was proposed that the groups would be matched was a satisfactory one for its means and standard deviations in groups " " " " Y, " " " " Z matched closely. Again the critical ratios obtained proved to be of no statistical significance. While it has no bearing upon this study it might be pointed out that mean language scores of the experimental groups were well above the norms given in the
test for grade seven. This is of no significance because the test was based on an American school population and stress on the teaching of language skills varies from region to region.

It was upon these two criteria, showing matched means and standard deviations with differences of no statistical significance that the groups were considered to be matched.

The initial sample composition scores, which were a composite of the three markers' grades on the two themes written before the study commenced, support the results of the first two analyses. The formula used for obtaining the Standard Error of the Difference between Means was again:

$$
\sigma_D = \sqrt{\sigma^2_{M_1} + \sigma^2_{M_2}}
$$

Means scores, standard deviations, and other data with respect to the initial composition samples taken in September are noted in Table V.
### TABLE V

INITIAL SAMPLE COMPOSITION SCORES (SEPTEMBER)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Diff. in Means</th>
<th>SE Diff.</th>
<th>Diff./SE Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57.71</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Y&quot;</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>56.57</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55.09</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57.71</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55.09</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values of "t" with 100 degrees of freedom (from Garrett's tables):
- 1% level of significance - 2.63
- 5% level of significance - 1.98

As might be expected the mean scores in the writing of themes were not high. The distributions were closely matched, showing no statistically significant differences among the means.

Therefore it may be assumed that the three groups at the beginning of the experiment were approximately equivalent in level of general intelligence and more particularly in level of composition ability. The final gains of group "X", being marked by the Over-all Impression method, group "Y", being
marked by the Content/Form method, and group "Z" being marked by the Single Point per Theme method, were now to be compared with the initial scores achieved on the Standardized Language Test and on the sample written compositions.

The final gains in composition improvement after two and one half months of standardized teaching methods and three separate marking programmes were tested against the Null Hypothesis. It would be assumed that there were no differences in the effects that the different marking methods might have upon improving the pupils' writing and that there would be no statistically significant differences among the means of the final language scores and the final written composition sample scores.

The formula:

\[ SE_{D_{M_1-M_2}} = \sqrt{\left( \sigma^2_{M_{x_1}} + \sigma^2_{M_{x_2}} \right) \left(1 - r^2_{xy}\right)} \]

was used to determine the Standard Error of the Difference between Means. This more accurate formula could be employed because a correlation between the initial Standardized Language Test and initial sample composition scores was calculated using the population of the three groups as "N". The Pearson Product Moment "r" was found to be .698. This correlation was later utilized when the SE of the Difference Between Means in the final samples was calculated. For the effects of the three
marking methods upon improvement of student writing would be based upon examination of the gains made by the groups on the final sample and standardized test scores. The results of the final Standardized Language Test are given in Table VI.

### TABLE VI

**MEAN GAINS MADE BY GROUPS X, Y, Z, IN STANDARDIZED LANGUAGE TEST (FINAL TEST, DECEMBER)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean Final Score</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mean Gain</th>
<th>Diff. in Means</th>
<th>SE Diff.</th>
<th>Diff. / SE Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>119.36</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>16.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Y&quot;</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>117.82</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>16.80</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>3.008</td>
<td>.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>116.31</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>119.36</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>16.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>116.31</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values of "t" with 100 degrees of freedom (from Garrett's tables)

- 1% level of significance = 2.63
- 5% level of significance = 1.98

It can be seen that the mean gains in test scores are substantial. According to norms listed for the test, the normal composition growth in a four month period at school led to an increase in the norms of five points. In this study the mean gains proved
to be three times the normal growth and were among the norms for grade nine. Although the improvement was considerable, the differences between means of groups was small, and when the critical ratio was applied, the differences proved not statistically significant. Therefore, judging from the examination of results of the final Standardized Language Test, one would conclude that there were no differences in the effects that the three marking systems had upon the improvement of pupils' composition skills through their interpretation of the symbols used in grading.

A study of the data in Table VII, that of the final composition themes scored by the three markers, concludes the statistical analysis. The formula previously employed for obtaining the Standard Error of the Difference between Means of matched groups was once more used:

$$SE_{D_{M_1-M_2}} = \sqrt{(\sigma_{M_{X_1}}^2 + \sigma_{M_{X_2}}^2)(1-r_{xy}^2)}$$

While the maximum mark possible on the Standardized Test had been 150, the composition samples, as has been previously mentioned, were graded on the basis of 100 marks maximum. Consequently the gain achieved in actual writing improvement over such a short space of time was highly significant.
### TABLE VII

**FINAL RUN SCORES ON SAMPLE COMPOSITIONS (DECEMBER)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mean Gain</th>
<th>Diff. in Means</th>
<th>SE M</th>
<th>Diff. M/SE Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>64.11</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Y&quot;</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>63.82</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Y&quot;</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>63.82</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>65.97</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>64.11</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Z&quot;</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>65.97</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values of "t" with 100 degrees of freedom (from Garrett's tables)
- 1% level of significance - 2.63
- 5% level of significance - 1.98

However, an examination of the critical ratios of the Standard Error of the Difference between Means reveals that the results obtained do not show any significant differences in gain among the experimental groups. Therefore the Null Hypothesis has been
upheld and the three methods of marking pupils' written composition do not appear to have any different effects upon assisting pupils to improve their composition, according to the findings of this study.

An examination of the three distributions of final scores does not reveal any trend, either for poor students to improve more than the superior, or for the opposite to be shown. The variability in each instance has remained about the same.

The highly significant gains in composition skills achieved by all groups in the study remains as the only positive evidence produced by the experiment that the writer is able to report.
CHAPTER IV
SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The highly significant gains in composition skills were not unexpected. A bias in favor of a marked gain was anticipated because the experiment was conducted at the beginning of a new school term. For this reason, following a two month absence from schoolwork, an intensified programme such as the present study required was likely to result in more than a usual improvement. However, the fall term was selected for the study because it was felt that teacher influences would least affect it at this time. Individual teaching methods, review of previous work, and the nature and number of written assignments would tend to increase the difficulty of obtaining matched groups during a later period in the term.

Bias on the part of the youngsters participating must not be overlooked. The experimental requirements resulted in a new class situation in which three marking methods, probably not all familiar, would be used simultaneously in the classroom. That the classes were known to be experimental groups, and that they were given standardized tests, marking guide sheets, and a special programme of lessons, may well have had a stimulative effect upon class interest.

The lesson plans themselves assured a planned programme of language development throughout the term. The introductory statements, classwork and assignments quite probably set a good level of classroom teaching.
Perhaps the most important single factor in composition improvement was the fact that the pupils wrote sixteen compositions in the space of twelve weeks. Eleven of these were returned soon after writing with a teacher's printed marking symbol indicating that the compositions had been examined and evaluated. The time-consuming nature of composition marking often prevents a comparable number of compositions to be graded and returned to classes in a normal school programme.

Pupils' previous composition experience did not seem to affect their scores in this study. An analysis of pupils' scores in the several schools used in the experiment showed no indication of any tendency contrary to that of the results as a whole.

It may be that the study did not extend for a sufficiently long period of time so that any differences in marking effects might appear. As is often the case with a new learning experience, the initial gains are large, but these eventually tend to level off, if given sufficient time to reach a plateau. Perhaps at this later stage of learning and experience the differences, if any, in the effects of the marking systems employed might be shown.

Even though conscious efforts were made to limit teacher participation in the programme, the teacher remains as the subjective link between researcher and pupil, and his influence cannot be ignored. In this study, through use of the Teachers' Manual, the lesson plans, and pre-experiment conference, it was hoped that this bias might be minimized. That the various
groups marked by different teachers appeared to form approximately normal distributions when re-formed in the experimental groups "X", "Y", and "Z", would seem to indicate that this was achieved and that the role of the teacher was of little direct importance in this study.

Some observations about the methods of marking used in the experiment may be offered. Upon completion of the study the participating teachers met with the writer to discuss the programme. All the teachers agreed that the experiment had proved to be a stimulating experience for both pupil and teacher. It seemed to emphasize the importance of good composition to pupils, and it made some of the problems of marking compositions more evident to teachers. It was the opinion of two teachers that the Single Point per Theme method of grading was worthy of further consideration. This was not because it might improve the level of composition writing but more particularly because it seemed to have a good effect upon pupil motivation and it was easy to score. Another teacher disliked the same method for its supposed poor psychological effects in that (in the opinion of this teacher) there was no logical steady improvement in grades. That is, a pupil might fail a paper on sentence structure, receive a high mark the following week for punctuation, and fail the next week on usage.

Two other teachers favored the two mark system, which they had not used before, because they felt that this system made it possible for pupils to succeed in at least one aspect of composition writing where before they received failing
marks. Another teacher stated that while he had conscientious-
ly followed the manual's suggestions during the course of the
study he was returning to the Over-all Impression method for
the remainder of the term. The teachers at the conclusion of
the study appeared as divided in their opinions about marking
as the authorities cited in the survey of the literature in
Chapter I.

The pupils, from reports of teachers, seemed to like best
the Content/Form and Single Point per Theme methods, and liked
least the Over-all Impression scheme. The relative novelty of
the former two methods probably accounts for this preference.
As for pupil interpretation of the mark obtained and its sub-
sequent effects upon composition writing, this study has shown
none of the methods to have any superiority.
CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The present study was undertaken to examine under controlled conditions the opinions of certain educators regarding methods of marking compositions and their effects upon improving pupils' written work. One scheme suggested was the age-old Over-all Impression method. This scheme was advocated because it supposedly gave the pupil an honest over-all estimate of his writing ability in one easily understood mark. Another method examined was the Content/Form or two mark method. In this scheme, one mark was awarded for Content and another for the pupils' use of mechanics. This method was recommended for its recognition of pupil effort in two separate composition areas, each of which received a separate mark. Finally the Single Point per Theme method was studied. Since only one grade factor was considered as a basis for marking each time, it was suggested that pupils usually confused by other marking systems, could by this method readily find their errors and correct them.

The problem stated was: Which, if any, of the three grading methods used in the experiment, under similar learning conditions, is most effective in assisting pupils to improve their writing? Do pupils obtain the same information and motivation regardless of the grading scheme? Does any one system of evaluation assist them more toward writing better compositions?
To study this problem three matched groups of grade six pupils were taught the same composition lessons under similar conditions for a ten week period during the fall school term. During this time the groups' compositions were graded according to standardized instructions by one of the three methods previously reviewed. These methods had been outlined and discussed with the pupils who were supplied with marking guide sheets. The gains achieved in composition skill as a result of the study were obtained by measuring the difference between the initial and final scores on a standardized language test and initial and final scores on samples of composition written under standardized conditions. The Null Hypothesis was assumed and no differences in the degree of composition improvement were anticipated.

The experimental groups consisted of a total of 213 pupils of three widely separated elementary schools in Vancouver. The six classes used in the study could be said to be a cross-section of the Vancouver Schools population. After eliminating pupils for reasons of attendance the final number of pupils under observation was 156. These were divided into three groups called: "X", marked by the Over-all Impression marking method; "Y", marked by the Content/Form marking method; and "Z", marked by the Single Point per Theme marking method. These groups were matched according to mean and standard deviation in group intelligence test scores and results on a standardized language test.
Each of the six classes included in the study was divided into three roughly equivalent groups for marking purposes. Teachers of these classes graded one written assignment per week. After grading, these standardized assignments were returned to the pupils. The method by which pupils were graded was determined by the groups in which the subjects had been placed. Teachers met in conference with the writer and agreed to adhere rigidly to the directions given for grading by the three methods. These directions, other pertinent data, and complete lesson plans for the run of the study were included in a Teacher's Manual supplied to teachers. It should be noted that each teacher graded by all three methods. Therefore when eighteen sub-groups had been grouped into the final three for study, the teacher influences tended to cancel one another. It was supposed that if any marking method did assist students more than the others in improving their written work, the programme undertaken would reveal this.

Initial data was obtained from distributions of pupils' scores on the National Intelligence Test, the Los Angeles Diagnostic Test, Language, and composite scores on two standardized written assignments graded by a team of three English teachers. The latter score was derived from an average of the three markers' evaluations and was a percentage. Means and standard deviations were calculated and using these, the Standard Error of the Difference between Means of groups' scores was found. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation of .698 was obtained when the initial Standard-
ized Language Test and the initial written samples were correlated. This correlation made it possible to employ the formula for the Standard Error of the Difference between Means of groups matched in mean and standard deviation in the analysis of final gains in language skills.

The study was conducted as scheduled and no problems were encountered during its course. The final Standardized Language Test, identical with that given eleven weeks before, and similar samples of written work such as were taken before the experiment began provided the final scores and concluded the experiment.

Upon examination of the gains of the three groups in composition skill as measured by the Standardized Language Test and written composition samples there was found to be a highly significant improvement in ability among the groups. The gain proved to be over one full grade in language skills according to norms of the test and the written sample gains were also highly significant. However, when the formula for the Standard Error of the Difference between Means of groups matched in mean and standard deviation was applied to these final scores, the slight differences in gain proved not statistically significant. The Null Hypothesis was therefore sustained.

Conclusions

1. The subjects participating in the study achieved highly significant gains in their level of composition writing. In a two and one-half month period, the gain in the Standardized Language Test scores, according to grade
norms supplied for the test, was 1.2 grades. A corresponding significant increase in the quality of sample written compositions was also observed.

2. The importance of the method of grading, perhaps, is overestimated. If the pupil receives a mark for written assignments and understands its basis, it would appear that this may be one important factor in composition improvement. The suggested salutary psychological effects of one method, the simplicity of another, or the realistic basis of still another marking scheme does not seem to affect the pupils' interpretation of their grade. It may be that the three methods have approximately equal effects upon improving pupils' written work.

3. On the basis of results obtained in this study there would seem to be no evidence to support claims of the superiority of any one of the three marking methods under observation.

Suggestions for Further Study

1. To overcome the effects of considerable initial gains of all groups, which might tend to conceal differences in marking methods, the experiment could be extended until such time when the plateau of the learning curve has been reached. It is possible that any difference might then be evident.

2. In order to establish whether more mature pupils might better understand the different grading methods, a similar study might be attempted at a higher grade level.
3. A marking study using homogeneously grouped slow learners and homogeneously grouped superior students as subjects could be undertaken to determine if marking methods differ in their effects on composition improvement in these ability groups.

4. The study could be repeated with the inclusion of a control group whose written assignments would not be graded at all. Such an experiment might present evidence to show the degree to which composition marking actually affects composition improvement.
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APPENDIX A

HOW YOUR COMPOSITIONS ARE MARKED

One Mark For the Whole Composition Method - Group "X"

If your compositions are being graded by this method they will be given one mark which is based on all the things which together make a good composition, such as:

(1) Is your punctuation, spelling, and grammar correct?
(2) Have you been careful in your choice of words and in the way you have written sentences?
(3) Is your work in some sort of reasonable order?
(4) Are your thoughts or ideas expressed naturally and simply?
(5) How does your composition strike the person who reads it? In other words, is it written with care and skill or is it just carelessly thrown together?

The mark you receive depends upon how well your composition measures up to the standards set by these questions.

You will receive an A if your composition is very well done and shows that you understand how to write well.
You will receive a B if your work is well done and shows that you have a good idea of what makes a good composition.
You will receive a C if your work shows that you are trying to remember the important things about composition writing.
You will receive a D if your work shows that your composition writing needs a lot of attention.
You will receive an E if your work shows that you have no idea of composition writing.
HOW YOUR COMPOSITIONS ARE MARKED

The Two Mark Method - Group "Y"

If your compositions are being marked with two grades this means that your teacher is considering your written work from two different sides.

The first letter grade (the one on top) depends on the ideas you have used in the composition, whether they are yours or someone else's, and how well you have expressed these ideas.

(a) You will receive an A if your ideas are very good and you have expressed them well.
(b) You will receive a B if you show that you can use your own ideas and express them.
(c) You will receive a C if it looks as though you are thinking and are trying to say something.
(d) You will receive a D if it looks as though you are not trying to say anything in your written work.
(e) You will receive an E if your work shows no evidence of any ideas or expression.

That is the way your first mark is determined.

The second grade (the one on the bottom) is based on how well you have learned to use the main rules of composition. Your teacher will be looking for these points:

(1) Spelling - Are the words you use correctly spelled?
(2) Punctuation and Capitals - Can you use punctuation and capitals correctly?
(3) Word Usage and Vocabulary - Do you choose the right words and use them properly?
(4) Paragraph and Sentence Form - Is your paragraph on one topic? Are your sentences single thoughts and well written?
(5) Organization - Is your work in some sort of reasonable order?

If after asking these questions of your composition the answers are all "yes", you receive an A.
If after asking these questions of your composition the answers are all "yes" but one you receive B.
If three answers are "yes" you receive a C.
If two answers are "yes" you receive a D.
If one or none are "yes" you receive an E.

Notice that you receive two separate marks. The first mark grades what you have said (your ideas), the second mark grades how you have said it (your use of the rules of good composition.)

Your mark will look like this: B

\[ \frac{3}{4} \]
HOW YOUR COMPOSITIONS ARE MARKED

The Single Point Per Composition Method - Group "Z"

If your compositions are being marked by this method you will receive one mark for your composition. However, this mark is based on just one factor of composition writing. Next time your work is graded another factor will be considered for the composition grade. This system concentrates on one thing at a time and should show you how much improvement you require in each of the factors that make up a good composition.

Only these factors will be marked:
(1) Punctuation and Capitalization
When your work is graded on this point - if your punctuation and capitals are correct, you receive A.
If there is one mistake you receive B.
If there are two mistakes you receive C, etc.
(2) Word Usage, Vocabulary, and Spelling
When your work is graded on this point - if your spelling and choice of words is correct you receive A.
If there is one mistake you receive B, etc.
(3) Paragraph and Sentence Form
When your work is graded on this point - if your paragraph is on one topic, if it holds together, and if the sentences are composed of single thoughts you receive A. If there is one mistake you receive B, etc.
(4) Thought Content (The Ideas that You Have Used)
If your ideas are fresh and well chosen you receive A.
If your ideas are quite good you receive B.
If your ideas are fair you receive C, etc.
(5) Organization
If your work is well organized with some system you receive A.
If it is quite well organized you receive B, etc.

Notice that only ONE of the five points listed will decide your grade on any one composition. Of course, you will not know which of the points is to be the one deciding your grade so remember to do your best work and check for all five points.

For example, one week your teacher may be looking for correct punctuation and capitalization and next week he may be looking for thought content.

Remember your composition grade on each piece of work that is marked is based on just one of these five factors or points. You will know which of these factors was marked by the abbreviation beside the grade.

For example: A Org. would mean you were marked for paragraph organization and you received "A". B Content would mean that you were marked for thought content or ideas in your paragraph and you received "B".
APPENDIX B

TEACHER'S MANUAL FOR THE STUDY
TEACHER'S MANUAL

COMPOSITION GRADING STUDY
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE EXPERIMENT

The purpose of this study is to examine three common grading methods used in evaluating written composition to determine if any one of these contributes more toward students' writing improvement than do the others.

In order to make a fair comparison it is necessary for all teachers involved in the experiment to teach exactly the same lessons, give identical assignments, and mark in the same way. By such a procedure the only variables will be the marking methods. (These will be discussed later.)

It is hoped that six classes of three Vancouver Elementary Schools will participate in the study.

The experiment will run for the fall term until December and will consist of two forty minute composition periods per week.

Directions for Setting Up Class Groups

Three grading methods will be used by each teacher participating in the study. Teachers are asked to divide their classes into three groups so that each teacher will mark each of his or her classes using the three different methods. Arrange the groups so that they are of approximately equal language ability. Kindly group with these factors in mind:

(a) I.Q. of Students
(b) Sex
(c) Language achievement (Preferably on last year's Metropolitan Language Achievement Test)

For example the following might be a class grouped according to directions for the experiment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP X</th>
<th>GROUP Y</th>
<th>GROUP Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE - This is abbreviated for a class of 2+: In other words each group will have about the same levels of ability in composition writing from the best to the poorest.

It would be advisable to appoint or elect a monitor for each group - call them X, Y, and Z, so that composition collecting may be facilitated.
A LIST OF MINIMUM ESSENTIALS

This point will be discussed by the teachers concerned in the study. It is the experimenter's opinion that certain basic written composition elements may be defined and that if pupils cannot meet these elementary essentials they should receive a failing mark.

METHODS OF GRADING

Each time compositions are collected they are to be kept in their separate groups. Kindly mark according to the outlines for each method.

The X-Group will be marked by the following scheme:

Group "X" The Overall Grade Method.

By this method the teacher will assign a single letter grade for the overall work on the composition.

These points must be considered:

(1) Mechanics: punctuation, spelling, and grammar.
(2) Vocabulary and Sentence Skill
(3) Organization and Development
(4) Naturalness and Simplicity
(5) Value of Idea(s)
(6) Total Impression

The argument behind this scheme is that all aspects of the student's work must be considered as an integrated whole. Therefore the grade given is considered in the light of all points listed above.

Some sample scales will be provided to assist teachers in establishing standards for grades. It is suggested that "piling" of papers would assist classification. Use the following letter grades only: A, B, C, D, E.

Place grade in right corner at the end of the pupil's composition. Use a standard red marking pencil.

Group "Y" The Two Point Method

By this method the teacher assigns two grades, one over the other, for the following:

I. Content - the idea, originality of expression, the subject matter, the thought, etc.

If the student:
(a) Shows exceptional ability he receives A
(b) Demonstrates competence he receives B
(c) Suggests competence he receives C
(d) Suggests incompetence he receives D
(e) Demonstrates incompetence he receives E
Group "Y" (continued)

II. Pupil's Use of Mechanics

(a) Spelling - all spelling errors are counted one error only.
(b) Punctuation - any errors in punctuation are counted as one error only.
(c) Word Usage and Vocabulary - errors treated as above.
(d) Paragraph and sentence form - errors treated as above.
(e) Organization - errors treated as above.

If the student has no errors in his composition he receives ................. A
If the student has one error in mechanics he receives .................. B
" " " two errors " " " .......... C
" " " three " " " .......... D
" " " four or five errors in mechanics he receives ............ E

This scheme is advocated by some because it gives the pupil recognition for originality and expression (or careful mechanics) and more readily shows him where he is in need of help. The mark should be placed as for "X" but should be written like this: \[ \frac{A}{B} \] NOTE: Content mark above mechanics mark.

Group "Z" The Single Point Per Theme Method

By this method the teacher examines the composition for one point only and the grade is awarded on the basis of the pupil's performance on this point in his composition. Naturally the pupils are not informed beforehand what is to be the grade factor on any given composition.

The following separate grade factors will be considered:

1. Punctuation and Capitalization
2. Word Usage, Vocabulary, Spelling
3. Paragraph and Sentence Form
4. Thought Content
5. Organization

If the student shows exceptional ability in the given grade factor considered, he receives ................................................. A
If he demonstrates competence he receives ......................... B
If he suggests competence he receives .............................. C
If he suggests incompetence he receives ........................... D
If he demonstrates incompetence he receives ..................... E

Certain grouping of factors has been necessary because of the limited number of compositions to be graded.

This marking method is upheld by some who suggest that it shows pupils clearly where given errors are made and yet does not confuse them by drawing all their errors to their attention each time compositions are marked.

The grades will be placed as for "X" and "Y" but beside the grade the teacher will indicate on which factor the grade was based.
For example: $B$ (punct. and Cap.) $A$ (thought) $D$ (organiz.) etc.

The order of grading for the factors will be given before the experiment begins.

The outline preceding the lesson guides indicates the marker of each assigned composition. Where the teacher marks the compositions it would be appreciated if these could be returned to pupils by the following composition period. Please allow a few minutes' time at the beginning of the lesson for pupils to examine these returned papers and consult their "How Are My Compositions Marked?" sheets since this aspect of their composition work has real value. Questions pertaining to marking should be encouraged.

**LESSON PLANS FOR EACH COMPOSITION PERIOD DURING EXPERIMENT**

Following the outline is a set of lesson guides covering the work of each period of composition during the course of the study. It is most important that all teachers take exactly the same work each period of each week. The lessons have been planned with these points in mind:

(a) an attempt has been made to make the work of practical interest and worth to the pupils.

(b) work has been outlined from suggestions in the Programme of Studies.

(c) the units are short, culminating in writing for marking.

Again it might be pointed out that it is important for teachers to follow the lesson guides closely so that the plan may be completed as suggested.

**ORDER OF POINTS FOR MARKING BY SINGLE POINT**

**PER THEME METHOD (For Group Z)**

- **Week 1** Word Usage, Vocabulary, Spelling.
- **Week 2** Paragraph and Sentence Form.
- **Week 3** Punctuation and Capitalization.
- **Week 4** Organization.
- **Week 5** Thought Content.
- **Week 6** Paragraph and Sentence Form.
- **Week 7** Word Usage, Vocabulary, Spelling.
- **Week 8** Organization.
- **Week 9** Punctuation and Capitalization.
- **Week 10** Thought Content.
OBTAINING INITIAL SAMPLES

Because of the nature of the experiment it is most important that uniform methods and directions be used by participating teachers in obtaining initial samples.

DURING THE FIRST PERIOD OF THE FIRST WEEK:

A. Begin the first period of the initial week by explaining briefly to the pupils that several marking methods for grading compositions during the next few months will be used. Stress the point that it will make no difference to their report card marks which marking method is used to grade their papers.

Describe the three marking methods briefly.

Tell the students in which groups they will be and appoint a collecting monitor for each group.

Give each student an appropriate copy of the mimeographed sheet, "How Your Compositions are Marked." Instruct them to paste them on the inside cover of their composition notebooks for easy reference.

B. This preliminary organization may take approximately twenty minutes. The remaining time is taken up with obtaining the first sample of the class's written work.

Ask the class what was the greatest sporting thrill of the year. Undoubtedly some aspect of the B.E. Games will be mentioned.

Tell them that since it was such an event undoubtedly all the students were either at some of the events, or saw them on TV, or heard them on the radio, or read about them, and therefore you are planning to ask them to write you a letter telling about some aspect of the B.E. Games.

Give them about five minutes to think about the assignment. -- What are they going to say and how are they going to say it?

Encourage them to do their very best. About half a page of foolscap should be sufficient. Distribute the paper and allow fifteen minutes for composition.

At the end of fifteen minutes be sure their full names are written in the lower right corner of the paper and have them collected. Do not mark them.

Second Period of First Week

A. Tell students that you are going to read the first part of a story to them. After they have heard it they are to write the rest of the story on foolscap using their imagination to complete the story. Tell them that you will give them five minutes to think about what they will write.

B. Read the story aloud carefully and expressively. (Read beforehand once or twice) -- P. 249 Dominion Language Series, Book II, Section 212.

C. After the story has been read ask the students, "What happened next?" Tell them to make their story as interesting and exciting as they can.

Have them think about their assignment for about five minutes. Then issue foolscap, encourage them to do their very best neat and careful work. Allow exactly fifteen minutes.

Hazva khwa khink At the end of that time collect the papers. Please check to be sure the students' full names are in the top right corner.

D. Distribute copies of the standardized language test supplied. Read the directions to the students as required. Time the test. Be sure all papers have students' names. Collect papers.
FILING OF PAPERS

It is suggested that each pupil keep a file of his returned compositions so that he may observe his progress through the weeks.

RECORD SHEET FOR WORK GRADED

Below will be found a record sheet for recording grades given to pupils for assignments during the course of the study. Please record marks according to the grading method.

ATTENDANCE

Because a record of those pupils missing several days of school during the fall term is vital to this study, teachers are asked to record on the form below absentees of more than three successive days at any one time and of those absent when written work for teacher grading has been done.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marking systems explained</td>
<td>Unit on the Sentence</td>
<td>Unit on the Paragraph</td>
<td>Practice tests and Final vs. Test of Language Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period 2.</td>
<td>Assignments 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5. Oct. 25-29</td>
<td>Week 6 November 1-5</td>
<td>Week 7 Nov. 8-12</td>
<td>Week 8 Nov. 15-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Skills</td>
<td>Unit on Friendly Letters</td>
<td>Unit on Summarizing and Notetaking</td>
<td>Unit on the Social Letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph review.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(10) Assignment.</td>
<td>Assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing a good narrative. Composition.</td>
<td>(18) Assignment.</td>
<td>(20) Assignment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lesson Objectives: 1. To review the concept of the sentence.
2. To help pupils become aware of the importance of using good sentences.

Introduction: Babies first use single words to indicate their wants; i.e. Doggy, Water, Mama, etc. Gradually as their vocabulary develops so does their use of words in a series. This might be discussed by the pupils.

Ask the question, "What makes one group of words a sentence and another group of words not a sentence?"

Stress the importance of one thought in one sentence. What are thoughts?

Classwork: Have the following on the blackboard:
(a) To the river.
(b) A large rabbit.
(c) The bandit was captured.
(d) He runs well.
(e) Quickly over the fence.
(f) Eagles fly.
(g) The man on the white horse.

Ask the children to tell which are complete thoughts and which are not. (ORALLY)

Notice that in each thought we think or talk about something and we say something about it.

Example on blackboard: The circus came to town.

Can anyone tell us what these main parts of a sentence are called? -- Subject and Predicate.

Have the following on the blackboard:
1. The British Empire Games were exciting.
2. A happy crowd left the stadium.
3. Jack saw the mile race.
4. Past the finish line came the Australian.
5. In the crowd Donna was lost.

Ask students to pick out the main parts of these sentences orally.

Help students to notice that subject and predicate order is not fixed.

Indicate the desirability of sentence variety.

Review - Why should we know how to use sentences correctly?

Remember: (1) They are complete thoughts.
(2) They have a subject and a predicate.
(3) They begin with a capital letter and end with a period, question mark or exclamation mark. (This could be explained).

Exercises:

Have the children write some sentences on the following topics. These may be read orally for class evaluation. Have the class name the thing or person talked about and what is said about the subject.

(a) A Hallowe'en Prank  (c) Selling Hot Dogs
(b) A Dollar to Spend  (d) My Pet Squirrel
Lesson Objective: To strengthen pupils’ understanding of the sentence.

Introduction: Review the concept of the sentence. Point out that it is a more advanced form of communication than single words, etc.

Classwork: Place the following on the B.B. Pupils will write their responses in their composition notebooks, using an appropriate heading.

A. Write good sentences using these as subject and predicate:
   (a) bulldog ran
   (b) Mary cried
   (c) tree fell
   (d) summer is
   (e) Paul scratched
   (f) swimmers were racing

B. Place the proper punctuation marks at the end of the following:
   (a) Sally and Marilyn were late
   (b) the hot rod jumped the fence
   (c) was anyone hurt
   (d) may I have an apple
   (e) Ouch, that stove is still hot
   (f) the movie was extremely funny

C. Change the order of the subjects and predicates of the following to show that you know what is meant by avoiding monotonous unchanging sentence style

Example: The man dived into the water.

Into the water dived the man.

(a) smoke and flames came from the cave mouth.
(b) he approached the cave without a gun.
(c) the dragon roared fiercely down in the depths of the hole.
(d) Saint George killed the dragon after a hard battle.
(e) the king presented him with a fine castle as a gift.

Following these exercises and the checking of this work, say:

Sentences are all we need when we are writing simple thoughts but if we wish to tell more about a certain topic we need to know something about paragraphs. We shall be learning about them next day.

Exercise: Today I would like you to choose any one of the topics on the B.B. and write several good sentences about it. Begin the first line about an inch from the margin. (To be written on foolscap)

Topics on B.B.: 1. A Lesson I Learned This Summer.
               2. The Penguins Made Me Laugh!
               3. What Food We Had at Our Picnic at the Lake.
               4. Something Exciting That Happened to Me this Summer.

Teacher collects and marks.
LESSON III THE PARAGRAPH

Period 1. October 11 - 15

Lesson Objective: To review the essentials of the paragraph form.

Introduction: Return the paragraphs done in the previous lesson. Some general comments will be possible - a few words of commendation, especially. Then begin by looking at a good paragraph. (Model on B.B.) Page ___ (reference to be supplied.)

Classwork: 1. Have a good reader read paragraph on B.B. orally.
   2. Help students to notice the indented beginning, the good opening and concluding sentences.
   3. Discuss reason for paragraphing - have pupils imagine how pages would look if we dispensed with paragraphs. Hence we use paragraphs. (1) To separate thought units. (2) For ease of reading.
   4. Discuss form for paragraph
      (a) Indented beginning.
      (b) One inch margin on the left.
      (c) Work carefully and neatly written.
      (d) Work always checked when completed.
      (e) Topic sentence - should interest the reader and give key to whole paragraph.
      (f) Order of sentences - all should be on the topic indicated by the topic sentence and should be in logical or natural order.
      (g) Concluding sentence - a kind of summary. Don’t leave the topic “up in the air”.

Have these two topic sentences on the B.B.

(a) This story is about a goat.
(b) My pet goat, Jake, is always getting into trouble.

Ask the class which would make a better topic sentence. Why?

Have the class make better topic sentences from the following on the B.B. First three orally, the rest in their notebooks.

1. We enjoyed the ride.
2. The circus came to town.
3. This paragraph is about my favourite sport.
4. I am going to tell you about Butch.
5. Sandy is a small kitten.
6. The story takes place in the evening.
7. This is how you bake potatoes.

Discuss their sentences orally.

In Review Point Out That:

1. Topic sentences introduce the subject of the paragraph and must do so in an interesting way to hold reader's attention.
2. All other sentences (in their case usually four or five) tell more about the topic. These should have some order.
3. The final sentence should wind up the topic.
Lesson III (continued)

Exercise: Have the following on the B.B. Have pupils reorganize the sentences so that they become a good paragraph and write them in their notebooks. Tell them it is a "mixed up" paragraph. Remember indented beginning, etc.

1. If fires destroy our forests, wildlife will suffer.
2. We must protect our birds and animals because they are worth millions of dollars to our country.
3. We must all cooperate to prevent unnecessary waste and to conserve wildlife.
4. If hunters shoot too many ducks or deer, these birds and animals will become scarce.
5. Wildlife is one of the important and valuable resources in our province.
6. They are important for our fur industry and they are a source of recreation for hunters and tourists.

Discuss the pupils' answers orally.
Lesson Objective: To review the components of a good paragraph and write an example for evaluation.

Introduction: Begin the lesson by asking pupils what are paragraphs. Why are they used? Review the points to remember when writing paragraphs. What distinguishes a good paragraph from a poor one? Point out in passing that the abbreviation "&" for "and" is to be avoided as is the writing in numerals of numbers below one hundred.

Summing up point out that paragraphs are merely a convenient way of grouping thoughts on one topic.

Classwork: A. In order that people will be interested enough to read our paragraphs they should have informative and interesting beginnings. Have pupils write topic sentences for the following topics in their notebooks:

(1) A Flying Saucer Landed on the Schoolground.
(2) The Neighbour's Pet Canary.
(3) My Brother's Hot Rod.

B. Have pupils write two or three more topic sentences about each of the above topics.

C. Have pupils write suitable concluding sentences for the topics.

NOTE: If time runs short, cut part of preceding but allow fifteen minutes for the paragraph to be written.

Exercise: Think for a moment about something you'd like to tell the class about and write a paragraph on that subject. You might like to tell them about your pet, or an exciting experience you've had, or an interesting trip you have taken, etc. (written on foolscap)

There is a check list on the B.B. to guide you in your work.

Have the following on the B.B.:

"Can You Say 'Yes' To All These?"

(1) Have I chosen a topic that is not too wide? Is it interesting?
(2) Is my topic sentence interesting? Does it tell the reader what the paragraph is about?
(3) Does each sentence tell about the topic sentence?
(4) Are the sentences arranged in good order?
(5) Have I a good closing sentence?
(6) Is the paragraph indented and is it neatly done? Have I checked the spelling?
(7) HAVE I CHECKED IT OVER?
Lesson Objective: To help pupils gain awareness of the importance of explanations and directions, definitions, etc., as functions of communication.

Introduction: Point out that cave men communicated with one another with grunts and gestures. Gradually these developed into language. The need for clear and simple communication is obvious. This is a skill that must be developed.

Suppose someone asks, "What is a beaver?"

Is it enough to say, "an animal?" Why not?

Bring out the points that: clearness, accuracy, briefness are the important essentials of explanation and communication.

Classwork: Have pupils give oral definitions for:

1. bicycle
2. bolero (girls will know this one)
3. sprint
4. splint
5. pen nib (and perhaps a few more)

Have them give written definitions for the following in their notebooks.

1. giraffe
2. dictionary
3. school
4. student
5. flying saucer
6. boxer
7. grapefruit

Proper sentences should be written, of course.

Review main points.

Exercise: Suppose someone stopped you on the street and asked you to direct him to the nearest post office, or hardware store, etc. Could you give a clear, brief, accurate answer? The teacher will pick out a landmark near the school and ask the students to write a paragraph giving directions needed to reach this landmark from the school.

Have these read out and examined by the class. Attempt to bring the student to a critical evaluation of their work.
Lesson Objective: To continue work on exposition by having pupils plan and write an expository paragraph.

Introduction: Point out that this is one of the most useful aspects of composition work in out-of-school communication.

Now suppose someone asked you, "How do you play baseball?" or "How do you make fudge?" Give some helpful suggestions for answering questions of that kind.

Pupils will supply answers such as:

(1) Give necessary details
(2) Use logical order
(3) Be correct
(4) Use good sentences

Classwork: The class will attempt to answer one of the questions above orally keeping in mind the points above. Teacher will record their responses on the B.B.

Exercise: Now that we have done one together let's each try to give a good written explanation of any one of the following. Be careful to be as clear, accurate, and brief as you can - using proper sentences, of course.

Remember since your sentences are all on one topic this is a paragraph and the rules for good paragraphs apply here. (Written on foolscap)

Topics: (on B.B.)

(1) How to make biscuits
(2) How to build a raft
(3) How to fix a flat tire
(4) How to sew on a button
(5) How to set a table
(6) How to play soccer
LESSON VII  LANGUAGE SKILLS

Period 1, October 25 - 29

Lesson Objective: To increase pupil skill in using punctuation and synonyms.

Introduction: Return paragraphs and make some general comments (especially praise). Note that class could do with some assistance in reducing the use of certain words too frequently.

Instead of using such words as nice, fine, funny, etc., repeatedly we should know other words which mean more exactly what we are trying to say.

Have the class give oral meanings for:

(1) nice  
(2) fine  
(3) big  
(4) bad

Point out that these words are overworked and have somewhat indefinite meanings.

(5) fair  
(6) slow  
(7) close

Explain the use of synonyms - for variety and preciseness in writing.

Classwork: A. Have class give synonyms for the following in their notebooks:

(1) small  (5) fair
(2) good  (6) slow
(3) very  (7) close
(4) fast

B. Another way to improve our writing is by careful punctuation.

Review orally with pupils the use of the comma:

(a) in series
(b) with words of address
(c) with yes and no

some examples might be placed on B.B.

Use of the period:

(a) to show the end of an "ordinary" sentence. The end of a thought.
(b) follows abbreviations.

Use of question mark:

- follows all questions.

Use of exclamation point:

- to indicate strong feeling.

Example: Oh, I lost my purse!

Have pupils to try a few.

Use of apostrophe: (a) to show letter omission.
(b) to show possession.

Do not -- Don't  She is -- She's
It is -- It's  John's -- belonging to John. Have pupils try a few.

Exercise: Rewrite the following paragraph in your notebooks using more suitable words where necessary and punctuating it correctly.

ON B.B.: The fireman is a nice man to have in the district he guards us night and day we know that if a fire breaks out the nice red truck will come in a few minutes will the fireman go to fight a fire in the middle of the night yes he won't waste any time coming with axes ladders and hose smoke fire bricks water and ice can cause bad accidents however the fireman's life is exciting and important so he considers that a part of his job.

Check in class.
Lesson Objective: To consolidate work done to date on the paragraph and have the pupils prepare a paragraph for evaluation.

Introduction: Review all work to date on the paragraph. Importance of topic sentence, one main topic throughout to maintain unity - sticking to the subject. This is done through class participation.

Now let us find out whether we can apply this information to paragraph writing. After we write our paragraphs we shall mark them in our grading groups.

Classwork: Pupils will write paragraphs on one of the topics suggested guided by the check list found in lesson Four.

(a) How Hallowe'en Began
(b) Firecrackers are too Dangerous to be Used
(c) "Tricks or Treats"

Allow about fifteen minutes, then have pupils group themselves according to their grading method.

1.e. "X" one overall grade
"Y" two marks, form/content
"Z" grade only for complete sentences and proper punctuation.

Routine for grading: Pupils will gather in three groups about the room. A good reader will be chosen by each group as their reader. While he or she reads each composition the remainder of the group listens. The work is checked and a majority grade is awarded and placed on the paper in the usual manner for that marking system. The pupils may use their "How Are My Compositions Marked?" sheets as guides.

The best composition from each group might be read to the class if time permits.

These marks should be recorded in the usual manner.
Lesson Objective: To review the form of the friendly letter and point out the worth of this aspect of composition to the pupil in his out of school life.

Introduction: Discuss the problem of communicating with friends who live out of town. How can we communicate? -- Telephone
Telegram
Most commonly of course by letter.

What distinguishes a good letter from a poor one? Why is it important to write according to certain rules?

Classwork: Bring out points that:

(1) Letter represents the person who writes it.
(2) Letter should be interesting.
(3) Letter should be informative.
(4) Punctuation and English should be correct. Why?

Have a sample letter on the B.B. (reference to be supplied)

Have pupils note punctuation and form.

What is the reason for the heading?

Why have a salutation? The "Hello" part of the letter. Depends upon how well you know the receiver, i.e. Dear Mrs. Smith, Dear Jane.

Body of the letter -- merely the message that you are sending.

Signature -- Why is it necessary? You sign first name to those whom you know well; full name to those whom you don't know well.

Have a run-together letter on the B.B. (in a paragraph with no punctuation or capitals). Students will write this letter in correct form in their notebooks. Correct in class.

Exercise: For next composition day think of some friend or relative to whom you would like to write a letter. Think also of some of the things you will tell him (her). For of course -- a letter is always written for some purpose.

NOTE: If the class has some mutual friend or if one of its members is at home or in hospital ill, this creates a motivation for letter writing.
Lesson Objective: To write a purposeful friendly letter.

Introduction: Review briefly points of previous lesson, stressing that:

(a) Friendly letters are written by most of us throughout our lifetime -- we should learn to write them properly.

(b) Letters replace a chat with the receiver, so they should be a good representative of the person who writes it.

(c) Necessity of form and correctness.

Classwork: Discuss with class the enjoyment of receiving personal mail. Ask class from what points in the world have they received mail. Why is the word 'pen-pal' a good way of expressing a letter-writing friend?

Exercise: Pupils will write a friendly letter to anyone they desire. This will be written on foolscap. These will be marked by the teacher and returned.

Please ask the pupils to bring some writing paper and a stamped envelope to class for next composition period.

Lesson Objective: To post a good friendly letter.

Introduction: (1) Discuss different types of letter paper and envelopes. Attempt to bring pupils to the understanding of what is good taste in stationery. For example - the impression given by heavily scented, gaudy paper.

(2) Show how to fold the letter.

(3) How to properly address the envelope, where to place the return address.

(4) How to place letter in the envelope. Why?

Classwork: Remaining portion of period is taken up with rewriting letter returned to class members at beginning of period, addressing the envelope, etc.

Teacher may circulate about the class giving assistance where needed.
LESSON XI  SUMMARIZING AND NOTETAKING

Period 1, November 8 - 12

Lesson Objective: To give pupils practice and improve their skill in interpreting what others have said so that they may record it in their own words.

Introduction: How often has the telephone rung and you were the only one at home to receive the call? Supposing the message were for your parents? Or perhaps someone has come to give your parents or older brother or sister a message? What should one do to be sure the message will be received as intended? IT SHOULD BE WRITTEN DOWN.

Points to remember: (1) Give all the main points.
(2) Be clear.
(3) Be brief.

Classwork: ORAL - Conduct an imaginary phone call with a pupil. Imagine that you are trying to contact her (his) father in connection with a P.T.A. square dance. Her father is not at home. The pupil receives the message. Have some other pupil write the main points of the message on the B.B. Try a similar method between pupils for situations such as:

(a) A friend phones to invite mother to Church Social and Sale of Work on following Wednesday, price fifty cents.

(b) Employer phoning to inform father that he is to take the following day off due to some difficulty in goods supply at the plant in which he works.

Have some situations for those without phones.

WRITTEN - Using a situation played by two class members have the class record the message they would give to the person asked for.

-- when completed check for main points, clarity, good sentences.

Several such examples might be attempted. Such work has many counterparts in written work of pupils in out of school life.
LESSON XII  SUMMARIZING AND NOTETAKING

Period 2, November 8 - 12

Lesson Objective: To improve pupils' skill in summarizing and notetaking as required for subjects such as Social Studies at the grade six level.

Introduction: Just as recording the main points of what a person has said is important in recording messages, we often have a similar task in certain subjects at school.

Probably you have been asked in Social Studies to read certain parts of the textbook, say a paragraph, and then to give the contents in your own words.

What do you look for? How do you put it down so that it would be easy to refer to? Bring out such points as:

(a) Main thought as a heading - clues often found in the topic sentence of the paragraph -- why underline?

(b) Points in the section that elaborate upon (a) should be listed.

(c) Clearness and accuracy are important. Why?

(d) Notes are made for a specific purpose; i.e. to enable student to recall material read by means of this short cut. Much of future work in many subjects will involve notetaking -- hence pupils should strive to master this skill.

(e) Neatness and layout important. Why?

Classwork: Practice - teacher will read a short paragraph from the Socials Text apropos to the unit presently under study. Have the class attempt:

(a) To pick out the main point.

(b) To select points that elaborate upon the main thought.

Show pupils an acceptable note-form.

For example: Main heading underlined. Points listed below indented. Space between main headings.

Have pupils turn to Socials Text and make notes on a paragraph (reference to be supplied)

Exercise: Following the practice exercises have class make suitable notes for a paragraph (reference supplied) on foolscap for marking.
Lesson Objective: To review briefly the friendly letter and expand the discussion to include the social letter of invitation form. An example will be written.

Introduction: Why do we write letters? Many suggestions will be offered such as - To say hello to someone and tell him some interesting news, to thank someone for a present, etc.

Probably some pupil will suggest to invite someone to a party or for an outing. Perhaps some of you were at a Hallowe'en Party or a recent Birthday Party. How are people invited to parties?

(a) by phone or in person
(b) by letter

Here, then, is another useful job that letters do for us.

Classwork: Note that the form is exactly the same as that of the friendly letter (for it is a friendly letter) but certain important information must be included. (a) Occasion or nature of the party
(b) Time
(c) Place

End the letter with a friendly comment such as, "We are looking forward to seeing you at the party" or "Shall we see you on Saturday?"

Keep the letter to the point. It is, remember, a letter of invitation.

Exercise: Have the pupils write a suitable letter of invitation to some pupil inviting him (her) on foolscap for marking.
Lesson Objective: To initiate a unit on narrative writing in an interesting way and have the students write a paragraph.

Introduction: The writer has found reality-type play acting in the classroom exceptionally helpful in giving beginning students "something to write about". For example, a large boy in the class might enter the room following noon hour all covered with bandages and accuse the smallest boy in the room of assault. It is suggested that the teacher "cook-up" some such situation and have the action take place at the beginning of a composition class period. (Be sure to pick accomplices who will do a realistic job.) Following disclosure of the plot the class might discuss the action.

What information would be necessary to tell the story of what occurred? Class responses might be written on B.B.


Now supposing all these were supplied. Is it necessarily going to be a good story?

Have class realize that interest is the important cement which holds the information together so that the reader will enjoy the story.

Classwork: ORAL: Ask one or two class members to tell the class what happened in the introductory playlet. Have the class criticize their stories in the light of the points listed on the B.B.

WRITTEN: Have pupils write the action of the playlet in paragraph form in their notebooks so that an outsider would have a good picture of the plot. Remind the pupils that they are writing a paragraph so that all the points about paragraph writing should be kept in mind. Have them tell the story in five or six sentences.

Pupils will mark these paragraphs as previously suggested. Have the paragraph check-list on the B.B.
LESSON XV NARRATION

Period 1, November 22 - 26

Lesson Objective: To discuss the paragraph form and point out the value of outlining.

Introduction: Comment upon class efforts on assignment marked by pupils the previous period. How well are class members scoring on the paragraph check list?

Suggest that paragraph writing is like building. How does a builder ensure that a house is built just as the owner wishes? Perhaps a student will suggest by using plans or blueprints.

Paragraphs and longer compositions also require blueprints - in composition these are called outlines.

Classwork: Discuss outlines. What are they? - merely a skeleton, a framework on which we build paragraphs and longer compositions.

We write better when we have a plan. The outline is a form of plan.

Write the following title on the B.B.:

The Day the Duke Visited Our School

- have the students suggest stories for the above.
- have several stories told.
- then have class decide which points they wish to use in their story and list them in outline form on the B.B.

Stress the fact that this is the way logical order in paragraph work is assured.

Exercise: Have the pupils write two topic sentences in their notebooks for the topic on the B.B.

Guided by the outline on the B.B. have them write two appropriate concluding sentences. Some of these may be read aloud and evaluated by the class.

Have the pupils write an appropriate outline for a paragraph on the topic, "It Pays to be Kind to Animals."

These will be read out to the class.
Lesson Objective: With the knowledge gained from paragraph work and the narrative form to write a good narrative composition.

Introduction: Everybody likes a good story. It is true some people are natural story-tellers. But we can all learn how to tell stories if we remember the work we have been doing in composition the last few days.

Last day we were using imaginary topics for our stories. It's much more fun to tell about experiences that are real. Would some of the class members like to tell us about some exciting experiences that they have had?

Some stories are told?

Classwork: Did you enjoy those stories? Did they hold our interest? Were we told who? what? etc.? Remember the points we discussed last day that were important for good story telling? What were they?

Exercise: Remembering all we have done so far on the sentence, paragraph work, and outlines, make an outline and write a paragraph telling about some experience that has happened to you or someone you know. To be written on foolscap and marked.
Lesson Objective: To increase expression in composition writing by work with adjective modifiers.

Introduction: Have the following on the B.B.:

The lady sang.
A boat sank.
People came.

Are these sentences? After students have agreed that they are, ask them what they think of such sentences.

Points such as these will be brought out:

1. These sentences are too indefinite. They don't really tell us very much.
2. They are uninteresting.
3. They don't say which lady or what boat, etc.

Ask pupils for suggestions which would improve these sentences.

Write these on the B.B.

What are such words called that we have added to these sentences? -- Modifiers or adjectives.

Notice that adjective modifiers change or narrow down the subject so that it is more particularly described.

Modifiers are extremely important in our written work because they enable us to be more accurate and precise in our expression.

Classwork: (a) ORAL: Have class suggest short sentences using the following adjectives on the B.B.: pleasant great handsome difficult ancient careless curious funny quiet simple

(b) WRITTEN: Have the class supply appropriate adjectives for the following in their notebooks: day flower on game giant B. winter view B. mistake music B. forest dinner B.

Exercise: The students will write good sentences using the following adjectives in their notebooks: intelligent muddy sincere damp kind shadowy happy howling wide new
LESSON XVIII  ADVERB MODIFIERS

Period 2, November 29 - December

Lesson Objective: To increase expression in composition writing by working with adverb modifiers.


How did we make better sentences from these last day? (By adding adjective modifiers)

Last day we worked with only the subject half of the sentence. Today we shall work with the predicate half.

Let us use the sentence, "The lady sang."

Give us a word which will tell us HOW she sang.

Give us a word which will tell us WHERE she sang.

Now give us a word which will tell us WHEN she sang.

What are such modifiers called?

Notice that adverb modifiers change the meaning of the predicates by telling: How Where When Why on B.B.

Classwork: (a) The class will supply several suitable adverbs for the other two sentences on the B.B. orally.

(b) Use the following adverbs in good sentences. Do your work in your Composition notebook.

hurriedly boldly on
slow down
quietly early B.B.
here noisily
neatly fast

Exercise: On foolscap the students will write a short paragraph of five or six sentences using the topic sentence supplied and using adjective and adverb modifiers where appropriate.

(on B.B.) -- The door opened and in walked the strangest figure.
Lesson Objective: To emphasize the importance of agreement between subject and predicate.

Introduction: Have the following on the B.B.: The horses runs.

We sometimes hear people using such language. What is the matter with the sentence?

How could we use run in the sentence above?

Notice that you use one form of the predicate or verb with a subject representing one person or thing and another when the subject represents more than one person or thing.

Example: A horse runs.

Many horses run.

You use the singular form of the predicate when referring to one person, place, or thing.

You use the plural form of the predicate when referring to more than one person, place, or thing.

Care must be taken to avoid mixing the two forms as we did in the first example.

Classwork: (a) Correct the following orally. Explain why corrections are necessary:

1. The crowd swim.
2. John dance better than I.
3. The waves pounds on the beach.
4. She get up about twelve.
5. Bill and Dave doesn't like soccer.

(b) Rewrite each of the following sentences if the subject and predicate are not either both singular or both plural. If a sentence is correct simply write correct beside that number in your notebook.

1. The trees sways in the wind.
2. A loud bang were heard.
3. She stands beside the bridge.
4. Into the brush goes the dogs.
5. A lantern shines in the window.

Exercise: Write good sentences using the following subjects and predicates correctly:

Example: Windows opens. --- The window opens quite easily.

1. Plane fly.
3. Shovel dig.
4. Water flows.
5. Cities grows.
6. He don't.
7. Wind blow.
8. They isn't.
Lesson Objective: To make a final review of the year's work.

Introduction: Our term is just about at an end. A good time to review the work we have been doing in written composition for the last few months.

Classwork: ORAL: What do we understand by a good sentence?
- What is the subject? What is the predicate?
- Give examples of singular and plural subjects and predicates.
- Why do we write in paragraphs?
- List the points to remember when writing paragraphs.
- What are synonyms? Why are they useful?
- What is the use for the exclamation point?
- Why do we have five separate sections to the friendly letter? What are they?
- What is the purpose of outlining?
- What are modifiers? How are they used?
- What are points to remember when giving directions to someone?
- What is a topic sentence?

Exercise: On foolscap write a paragraph of five or six sentences on one of the following topics:

(1) The B.C. Lions Football Team
(2) My Favourite Winter Sport
(3) The Meaning of Christmas
(4) Why I Would Like a Certain Present for Christmas.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FINAL WEEK OF COMPOSITION GRADING STUDY
December 13 - 17, Final Sampling

First Period:

A. Tell the pupils that you are going to read the first part of a story to them. After they have heard it, they are to write the rest of the story on foolscap using their imagination to complete it. Tell them you will give them five minutes to think about what they will write.

B. Then read aloud the following:

It was the day before Christmas. Snow lay on the ground; the air was cold and crisp. One couldn't help but feel the excitement. Bright Christmas decorations beckoned in windows, mysterious parcels were being delivered to homes, and everywhere people went about their business with smiles on their faces. Yes, the joyous Christmas Season was here.

Young Bill was having a poor day selling his magazines. It seemed that everyone was too busy to have time for magazines now. Bill's father had died two years ago so now Bill helped out his mother by selling magazines. He had hoped to sell enough today to buy his mother a present but it didn't look as though he would have much success. Here it was already four o'clock and he had sold only five magazines. Twenty cents for his whole day's work.

It was getting dark. Should he give up and return home? This Christmas would be a most bare one since his mother's job did not pay enough for any money to be spent on Christmas things. "No," thought Bill, "I'll try a few more houses. I may be able to sell fifty cents worth if I keep on trying."

Then the wonderful thing happened. He went up to the next house and knocked on the door .......

C. After the story has been read ask the students, "What happened next?" Tell them to make their story as interesting and exciting as they can.

D. Give them five minutes to think about their assignment. Then issue foolscap. Encourage students to do their best, neat and careful work. Allow exactly fifteen minutes. When collecting papers please be sure the students have written their names on their papers. Do not mark them.

E. Distribute copies of the standardized language test supplied. Read the directions as required. Time the test. Be sure all students write names on test. Collect papers. Do not mark them.

Second Period:

A. Begin by pointing out that we who live in the city often take for granted many things that persons living in the country never see. Could the class give some examples? i.e. tall buildings, sidewalks, department stores, etc.

Well, at Christmas, we in Vancouver can wander through the downtown section and see many delightfully decorated store windows, department stores, and even decorated streets. Then, of course, there are several exciting toylands we may visit.

Let's imagine that we have a friend who lives on a lonely farm in the Cariboo who is unable to see all these things. His name is Ralph. Let us write a letter telling him what we can about downtown Vancouver at Christmas time.

You will have about five minutes to think over what you are going to say.

B. Distribute paper and allow fifteen minutes for composition. Encourage students to do their very best. Remind them to include all the essentials of good letter writing. (You might write the name Ralph on the B.B.) Collect papers. Be sure names are on them. Do not mark.
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SAMPLES OF PUPILS' WORK
APPENDIX C

SAMPLES OF PUPILS' WORK
A Holdup

The door opened and in walked the strangest figure. He was slim, dark, and had blue eyes. He had a gun in his hand and he said, "Give me your money." We gave him some money and he went. Then we phoned the police. The police caught him the next day. We were glad to get our money back.
An Experience

It was a sunny day so I went with my father to catch some clams. We took a shovel and a can to put the clams in. I saw a (real) clam hole so I dug fast. It was a big one; it bit and bit.
The Meaning of Christmas

The first Christmas was started when the Lord Jesus was born. On that night, long ago, in that little manger bed in the stable. Ever since then, people have celebrated Dec. 25 as being Christmas. We give gifts and surprises to our relatives and friends to make each one happy.

K. O'Brien
The door opened and in walked the strangest figure. He was hiding in a closet, watching and waiting to see what this mysterious person was all about. He looked around at the rooms and made queer faces. Then all of a sudden the door of the closet flew open and scared the stranger. He looked around for a way to get out and rapidly threw the big, wide, closed door open and flashed out of sight, and we never saw him again.
My favourite winter sport is hockey. Hockey is a fast, rough sport played on ice. Ice men compose a team, there are three forwards, two defencemen, and one goalie. The game, played on ice which dimensions are 200 ft. long and 80 ft. wide, there is a space of ten ft. behind the goal. The goal crease is 9 ft. by 4.5 ft. The goal is four ft. high and six ft. wide.
Dec. 3, 1868

The door opened and in walked the strange figure. He had just sat down to supper at our log cabin outside of Hope B.C. The front door was creakingly opening! The fire off was quite frozen with fear. The person entered and went in and out of the room looking into things. He was dressed in a buckskin jacket, brownish gray pants, and brown hip waders. He walked in the kitchen and looked startled. He found out later that he was Al, he lives in a cabin farther up the mountain and saw our light last night and came down to see if everything was okay.

P.S. [Signature]

(P.S.)
Vancouver, B.C.,
November 2, 1954

Dear Janet,

How are you? I am sorry I have not written sooner than this. I wrote before but then I forgot to post it.

We have another cat now (his name is Smokey). He is a grey cat. How is your cat?

How are Mother and Father?

Yours sincerely,
Karen Langford

(very wavy)
"Tricks or Treats!"

This year I am going to play a Halloween trick called "knock down singer." My girlfriends and I are going to play it at a few of our new places. Now you play it as first you look for an easy place to hide, then you go and knock on the door, then quickly scamper down the stairs. Then when they come to the door (most) nobody will be there. That is a Halloween trick I am going to play on people this year.
A Big Fight

Roger Smith and Ralph Plumidge had a fight on the school grounds this morning. It was all because, Ralph ate Totee Roger’s lunch. Roger got very mad and twisted Ralph’s arm and put punched him in the skin and eye. When Ralph came in the room this morning he accused Roger of doing it.
Dear Lorene,

I am having a 65th birthday party at my house on November 21, 1954, at 12:30 P.M. I hope you can come? Will I see you on Monday?

Your friend,

Patsy
My Favourite Sport

My favourite sport is ice skating. I go nearly every Saturday at nine o'clock to the local ice skating rink. Sometimes the ice is very slushy and I usually fall but sometimes I don’t. Sometimes I wish I was very good in ice-skating. I think it is a nice sport to know but is sometimes very dangerous.
My Christmas Surprise

The door opened and in walked the strangest figure. He was dressed in a red suit with white fur, and a red hat with a white fur pom-pom on the back. He was very fat and was always laughing. I stared in great surprise because all he said was "Ha Ha Ha." I soon found out it was my next-door neighbour playing a Christmas joke on me.

K. Russell
My favorite Winter sport is skiing. I like skiing best of all winter sports. I go skiing each year from about Christmas to the middle of May. The place where I go skiing is Mt. Seymour. I think it is a very interesting sport and that is why I like it best of all winter sports.
her for quite some time.

The Strange Unknown Figure

The door opened and in walked the strangest figure. We could not figure out what the whole thing was about. It looked like a big dragon with an enormous tongue. No one moved an inch. But the figure not seeing anything sprang quickly out the door and just seemed to vanish.
Pupil Samples
Marked by Judges
A man dressed in black opened the door and asked Bill what he wanted. Bill said, "Would you like any books?" Come in, said the man. I will ask Mr. Brown (the) 2nd here, he said. Mr. Brown would like to see you, he said. "This way." Bill could see that the people were rich. Come in, my boy, said the man. So you are selling books, he said. "Yes, sir." said Bill. Well, I don't need any books, but I need a boy to play with, my boy, said. Would like to live with us?"
he said. "Oh yes sir," said Bill, but you have a mother and—she can live here to say the man. Where do you live? 424 Elm St. St. James, go and get his mother. "Yes Sir," Bill lived with the rich man and had a lovely Christmas, and lived happily all the rest of his life.
Then we saw a island in sight was the water too rough? He stared across the next thing we thought was there anybody living on the island soon and or later we would out was the island big or small, just then we saw a small house and then two people came out, they looked kind but were they. They asked us are names and we told them how we got there. They told us to come in and have something to eat. They said they would take us back in the morning. We had a good night sleep the sun was shining brightly the next morning when we went back to town.

Initialed
Dec. 16, 1954

Dear Ralph,

I am writing to tell you what downtown downtown looks like at Christmas. The department stores have the windows decorated. The street lamps have Christmas trees on them. There are people busy shopping, cars (crowed) crowded, the road people it walking to and fro.

The Canadian Pacific Railroad station have a huge Christmas tree, decorated with lights and bulbs. That in the department stores the Toyland is crowded.
crowded with children wanting to see Santa Clause. So that is how Christmas is downtown. Bye for now.

Your friend,

Shirley Child.
Shirley Child
John Forquay School.
Group Z  

Vancouver, B.C.  
Sept. 28, 1954

B - 40  

Dear Mr. Brandt,  
G - 41  

We are sorry that you couldn't go to the  

BC Games and I have written one the events,  

further down the page. Jim Peters, was one of the men  
in the 2.6 mile race and he was 20 minutes  

ninety ahead of every one else but he didn't  

see it and collapsed. When he had conley to the track  
to go. I hope enjoyed this story.

Your sincerely

Initial  

Brian Accozzi
We were cruising along the St. of Georgia. When all of a sudden the motor caught and weezed every boat on in the boat went silent. We wondered what happened, then it happened. The motor quit. But then we noticed it was getting quite choppy. It got choppier and choppier and the boat capsized. But the coast cut on to say their boat went under. An hour later a coast found them at point Roberts and that was the last time they went boating at least for a while.
Dec 15, 1954

B-42
G-50
W-47

The night before Xmas 1954

Then the wonderful thing happened. He walked to the next house and knocked. He heard a noise in the house, it's a party, Jim said to himself it's better go to the next house so I won't disturb them but just then the door opened Bill started run down stairs for when he tripped he landed on a diamond ring he got up and picked up the ring Oh my ring. My ring you found my ring she said to Bill then it happened she reached in her purse and from page B-10 it was a reward for finding her ring.
Dear Ralph,

I am going to tell you Christmas in Vancouver. Today while I was walking up Clrnett St. I saw a house quite large house with about 1,000 on it. I bet it looks nice at night. Well let's change the subject. Did you know the Vancouver Hotel has 24 stories. Well we've got to go.

Yours Truly,

Final

Brian Ciccozzi.
Henry Hudson School
Cornwall and Cyprus
Vancouver 7, B.C.,
Sept. 27, 1954.

Dear Mr. Found,

This year we had the British Empire Games in Vancouver. There were many events. Swimming and many other sports. Bannister won the one mile race. (End) I think (Go) that England came first. (End)

Yours sincerely,

Sandie Scotland
An Adventure

ZIH

Scotland

Soon it began to get rougher and it became dark. Then we thought it was about lunch time we had our sandwiches. (F) We had began to float out a way. Soon I was wet to the skin. But (he) we shivered all night, at least we thought it was night. Thunder and lightning shook the boat. Finally after about eleven thirty Tom said he heard a boat whistle we listened and then we heard someone yell...
All right, you thing, we'll both scream. Next you thing we'll

Then we went into dry clothes.
Dear Ralph,

I would like to tell you about the Christmas decorations we have downtown, and on doors. In the Hudson Bay Co. window they have "Old King Cole" and his fiddler. In the store windows there is Santa Clause and his Reindeer. There are little scenes of Mary and Joseph in the stable, and many other things. On some of the doors there are wreaths of holly, jolly snowman and jolly old Santas. They are tied in the windows. (Everywhere) Every where people are excited. Mysterious looking parcels all everywhere.

Vancouver, B.C.
December 15, 1954.
Those are just a few of the things,
but I thought you would like to
know about. I hope you have a
Happy Christmas

Yours truly,
Sandra Scotland
Then a wonderful thing happened. The lady had (visitors) visitors, each person there crowded around Bill. Give me one and said someone, give me two yelled another. Before you could turn around, Bill had sold every magazine. Then Bill went into a flower shop and bought his mother a plant. At the same time Bill's mother got a raise. The next morning was a happy one for Bill and his mother. His mother had bought a tree and decorations for the tree. There were gifts for Bill and gifts for his mother. That was a happy Christmas for Bill.
And then a friend of mine whose name
was Joe, said, 'What shall we do now?
Who was best with me.' Then I
said, 'Shall we row back to the dock, and
Joe said there's nothing else here.'
And I said, 'Then he said, 'Let's get going.'
As I said, 'But I said, I said, how many miles
is it?' Joe said, 'It's only 2—two miles to go.'
Oh, I said, 'Isn't it a lot?' He said, 'Go,
stopping and that, get going.'
I said, 'Joe.'

B 24
C 30 are 27
W 28

Initial
Dear Mr. Fowley,

Did you enjoy the Empire Games this summer? Remember the mile race wasn't it good did you like it. Remember even the 6 mile race was on. And men petros fell and got up a gen and stabled a few yards and fell a gen. And only two two hundred yards and from the finish finish line. Way off that to back bay and I hope you had a good time at camp this year well so long for now good by.

Your pal

[Signature]

P.S. I like this year better than last year.
Laurie Finkley

Then Bill went up to the next door. They
had a wonderful thing happened. The lady who lived
there came to the door. Bill said would you like to
buy a magazine. The lady said yes. How many
do you have. I have twenty madam then I
will buy them at all. The lady said how much
will it cost. Well the magazines are ten cents
to book. Then there are twenty so ten times twenty
is $2.00 to two dollars please. Upon the lady
gave him two dollars. Thank you said Bill.
so so Bill got his mother some thing for
Christmas.
Dear Ralph,

It is too bad that you can't come and see all the lovely decorations. Well let's just imagine that you are here. Well what I think you would like things the Hudson Bay Store with lovely decorations and by every body goes there and sees Santa who gives everybody a little book, which has pictures in it. There is one of him.

The next thing I think you would like is Eaton's another Big Store.

Yours truly,

Sure Findlay.